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Humanity & Society, Call for Submissions
Humanity & Society (H&S) publishes:
● Activist-oriented, public scholarship that directly applies a social justice lens. Work should engage in
how to advance movements and how to participate in our collective, social struggle.
● Sociological work that has interdisciplinary and global perspectives, including but not limited to
critical ethnic studies, women & gender studies, queer theory, history, and geography.
● Theoretical orientations that map onto or reflect a humanist agenda such as anti-imperialism, Black
feminisms, decoloniality, community and social movements, critical class analyses, critical disability
studies, critical race studies, indigenous studies, intersectionality, Marxist humanist theories,
postcolonial theories and perspectives, settler colonialism, queer theory, and queer of color critique,
and women of color feminisms.
● Methodologies can be varied and critical; novel approaches are welcome.
● Manuscripts that challenge or deviate from traditional paper organization and push the boundaries of
sociological styles of writing.
Humanity & Society general paper submissions should be 8,000 - 10,000 words and may
include original research, theoretical examinations, & historical analyses.
Other manuscript types include:
●

Pedagogy: Manuscripts with innovative teaching approaches, either empirically and/or theoretically,
that focus on social justice and social change (approx: 3500-4000 words).

●

Book and Media Reviews: Critical essays on books and media such as television shows, films, podcasts,
social media content, video and other games, and blogs/vlogs (approx: 900-1000 words).

●

Dispatches: Our new online blog, which welcomes critical commentaries, essays from activists on the
ground, and brief pedagogy or media reviews (approx: 500-1500 words).

H&S is committed to an open, peer review process that encourages dialogue. To that end, authors and
reviewers are all non-anonymous to one another.
Manuscript Guidelines: All papers should be double spaced with word count noted, use ASA citations and
references, and include key words. All papers also must include a personal reflexive statement. For more
information, see: Guidelines. Submit on Manuscript Central. Scholars who support our mission are also
encouraged to register with Manuscript Central as potential reviewers.
Meet the Editor
Dr. hephzibah v. strmic-pawl: Dr. strmic-pawl has been a member of the Association of
Humanist Sociology since 2012. She is committed to scholar-activism and practicing a
revolutionary sociology.
For more information, contact Editor hephzibah v. strmic-pawl,
humanityandsocietyjournal@gmail.com
To learn more about Humanity & Society, visit our journal homepage, connect with us on Twitter
@hs_journal, and learn more about our new editorial board.

